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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
As you

read silently to yourself,

reading the words.

also likely that

It ,s

it

is

likely that

at the

used eye tracking
the

to

effect.

show

Rayner

turns out,

it

that a

word

at the

end of a sentence

I

show

will

et al.

(1989) postulated that

this effect

in this thesis, there is quite a bit

After reviewing this evidence,

may

be

in

not only your inner

I

will elaborate

my

wrap-up

was due

in the

contains more difficult words, do the eyes pause longer

over to following

text,

and

if so,

manipulating sentence difficulty

what would
in this

it

the sentence

to the

need

to

in

language processing.

experiment that follows,

at the

is, if

the sentence

sentence end before

does sentence processing difficulty carry

mean?

experiment

is

Finally, the

a novel

method of

one and future application
to discuss

sentence wrap-up,

theories and

will be helpful to give a quick review of

models of working memory

in

sentence processing.

1

I

amount of processing

of this manipulation in research will be discussed. But before moving on
it

if

of evidence that suggests the

effect in attempt to see if the

to the next sentence? Additionally,

longer than

was dubbed

early in a sentence can affect the magnitude of sentence
wrap-up. That

moving on

at

(1989)

position on what the sentence warp-up

terms of language processing. Then,

will explore the sentence

et al.

to the next sentence.

sentence and the clause are both important
psychological units

effect

is

looked

is

earlier in the sentence. This
effect

complete any unfinished processing before moving
on

As

it

in this inner voice

ends of sentences, but your eyes
as well. Rayner

same word had appeared

wrap-up

hear an inner voice

still

you subjectively notice pauses

stream that correspond to the ends
of sentences. As
voice that pauses

you

some of the

CHAPTER

2

WORKING MEMORY AND SENTENCE
PROCESSING
Working memory has been

theorized to play a role in

cognitive psychologists study today.
In

working memory,

in

some way,

it

may

of the tasks that

be impossible to find

a ,ask in

hasn't been postulated to
have an effect. This

the realm of sentence comprehension,

have been postulated

fact,

many

that heavily rely

is

which

true in

where many models of reading
comprehension
on working memory

(Just

and Carpenter 1992,

Waters and Caplan 1996, MacDonald and
Christiansen 2002).
Just and Carpenter's 1992 capacity
theory of comprehension predicts
that

individual differences in working

memory,

as assessed

reading span task, can predict individual
differences

Daneman and

number of sentences

based on the

shown

last

word from each sentence

in the set.

of unrelated

The

sets differ in

is

calculated

remember completely. This measure has been

with reading comprehension measures. For instance,
correlations

between reading span and verbal
Carpenter, 1980; Masson
the reading span

to read sets

they contain and an individuals reading span
score

set sizes they are able to

to correlate

a question

reading comprehension. The

Carpenter reading span task requires people

sentences and then recall the
the

in

by the Dancman and Carpenter

&

SAT are between

.5

and

.6 in

some

studies

(Daneman

Miller, 1983). Additionally, Just and Carpenter claim that

measure was highly correlated

(.7-.9)

with the ability to correctly answer

about a passage in various studies.

In the Just and Carpenter capacity theory, people with a higher reading span

measure are assumed

to

&

have a larger capacity (or more available activation) than

participants with a lower reading span measure.

2

The capacity

is

used

to

maintain

elements in working

memory and

are necessary to understand
the

capacity, they suffer

individuals

create the Hnguistic
connections

meaning of a sentence. When

memory decay and

would be expected

to

between elements

that

a person runs out of

lengthened reading times.
Therefore, high span

have improved sentence
comprehension

relative to

low

span individuals, just as the
correlational evidence suggests.

Most of the research used

to support the capacity
theory

reading" technique. In this technique,
a sentence

is

used the "self paced

presented on a computer screen
to the

reader piece by piece and the reader
must push a button to proceed to
the next

problems with

this

technique will be discussed later in

present self paced reading data claiming
to

show

this paper.

piece-

Just and Carpenter

that high span, but not

low span,

participants are able to use apparently
semantic information (animacy of the
head noun)
to help disambiguate a "garden path"
sentence

(i.e.,

a sentence that initially leads the

reader to construct one syntactic structure, but
the sentence ends up having a different
syntactic structure).

The example they used came from

Ferreira and Clifton (1986).

Ferreira and Clifton used sentences like the following:
1
.

2.

Sentence one

The evidence examined by

the lawyer shocked the jury.

The defendant examined by
is

the lawyer shocked the jury.

not a garden path sentence, because the head noun

sentence two, there

is

a temporary syntactic ambiguity.

interpretations of the phrase

examined something,

high span participants are able

to

inanimate. But in

A reader is faced with two

"The defendant examined"—either

or the defendant

is

the defendant had

was examined. According

to Just

and Carpenter,

use the inanimate head noun to help with their syntactic

parse because they have enough capacity to do so, while low span participants do

3

not.

Just and Carpenter also
predicted that

the

more frequent

when an ambiguity

is

resolved in favor of

interpretation, high span
participants will take longer
to read the

sentence than low span participants.
Their reasoning

is that, in

these cases, high span

participants have the capacity to
maintain multiple mterpretations
in working

while low span participants can only
maintain one (the correct one

The

additional load of

move slower

two

interpretations

on

in these sentences).

the h,gh span participants
causes

them

to

than the low span participants.
McDonald, Carpenter and Just
(1992) used

sentences such as 3-6 below to

test this hypothesis.

3.

The experienced

4.

The experienced

5.

The experienced

soldiers

warned about

6.

The experienced

soldiers

who were

soldiers

warned about

the dangers before the midnight
raid.

soldiers spoke about the dangers
before the midnight raid.
the dangers conducted the midnight
raid.

told about the dangers

Sentences 3 and 5 above are temporarily ambiguous
interpret this as the

main verb

a garden path sentence.

verb of the sentence
will chose.

memory

is

at the

conducted the midnight

verb "warned". Readers could

as in sentence 3 or as a participle as in
sentence 5 which

McDonald

et al.

However, according

to their theory,

until the

ambiguity

is

low and medium span

According

to their theory high

participants as

participants

resolved. This should cause high span

showing slower reaction time

relative to

low span

high span participants will create and

participants to read sentence 3 slower than low span participants.
the case but offer only a graph

is

claim that interpreting "warned" as the main

the preferred interpretation and the one that

maintain both interpretations

raid.

They claim

that this is

for high span participants

proof—without any

statistical tests.

span participants should have had an advantage over low

span participants when reading sentences

like 5.

In these sentences high span but not low

span participants should have the correct interpretation available when they reach the

4

d,sa™bigua,i„g ,nfo™a,io„.
Again, Jus. and Carpenter
be..er a.

s,a,e .ha, h.gh

span readers are

answering conrprehension
ques.ions abou. these sen.ences
b„. again, .hey

.0 provide any

statistical tes.s to

Carpenter ntodel

is

back

this

fa.led

claim up. Another prediction
of ,he Jus. and

an ex.rinsic „,en,ory load
will affec. low span
par.icipan.s more

.ha.

than high span par.,c,pan,s.
Aga.n, .hey gave self paced
reading evidence showing
jus.
.his .ype

of in.erac.ion, bu. failed .o give
any

The

decade now.

In

1996
vvo, Water*:
anH r^,^!..^
waters and
1
Caplan wrote a very negative
critique of
,

and Carpenter's capacity theory. They

statistical

criticized Just

evidence (or lack thereof) as well as the

Carpenter reading span

Caplan

evidence.

Just and Carpenter model
sparked an argument that has
persisted in the

literature for a

Just

statistical

is that

task.

However,

it

and Carpenter's use of

reliability

of the

Daneman and

appears that the main objection of Waters
and

the capacity theory assumes that
readers use the

same working memory

resources to parse a sentence as they use "...for
conscious, controlled verbally mediated
processes." According to Waters and Caplan,
the working
interpretation is completely separate from the
working
digit or

word load

in

some phonological loop

that stroke victims and Alzheimer's patients,

memory,

are

still

able to

1993; Waters, Caplan,

&

memory

for later recall.

who have

compute meaning from many

despite having very low scores on the

memory

Daneman and

involved in sentence

involved

They

site

in

holding a

evidence showing

limited short-term and

working

different syntactic structures

Carpenter reading span task (Martin,

Hildebrandt, 1991; Rochon, Waters,

& Caplan,

1994).

Just and Carpenter's (1992) data suggested that high span readers
were capable of

using the animacy of a noun

and Caplan

this

to

disambiguate a syntactic ambiguity. According

should not be possible due

5

to the

modular nature of language

to

Waters

comprehension. In

their re-analysis of the
Just

while high span participants were
able

animacy

and Carpenter data, they
showed that

to benefit

from

the inanimate

effect did not interact with
syntactic complexity.

reading time data for inanimate
nouns in the ambiguous
types,

extent.

it

is

It

clear that high span readers
were

would seem from

this that

still

led

When

vs. the

down

the data

from

of syntactic ambiguity (sentences 3-6
above). They stated
replicate the

McDonald

et al. finding that

still

same

has a modular nature.

that they

et al.

(1992) study

had been unable

to

high span participants read sentences
like 3

slower than low span participants. They
also pointed out
for the garden path sentences such as
5,

unambiguous sentence

McDonald

the

the

they compared the

the garden path to the

language comprehension

Waters and Caplan also attacked

noun condition,

showing

that the

that high

McDonald

et al. results

span participants read slower

but were more accurate than low span
participants, were not

statistically significant.

Additionally, had the results been significant,
they would have been just as easily

explained by a speed accuracy trade

Carpenter model was not

Clearly, the evidence in favor of the Just
and

off.

airtight.

In the Waters and Caplan view of language
comprehension,

it is

necessary to

differentiate the processes that are interpretive (and therefore
under the automatic and

modular language working memory) from what they term

which can

make

interact with other

this distinction

was

Waters and Caplan have

post-interpretive processes,

working memory resources. However,

less than successful.

a theory of

not a computational model. This

It

should also be pointed out that while

working memory

fact,

for sentence comprehension;

coupled with the lack of

6

their attempt to

a distinct

boundary

it

is

between what
it

is

interpretive (and therefore
modular) and

very difficult to

test the

claims

made by Waters and

While these two camps continued

what

is

post interpretive,

make

Capian.

to debate these issues
in the literature
(Just

and

Carpenter 1996, Waters and Capian
1999), MacDonald and Christiansen
added another

model

to the fray.

MacDonald and

Christiansen (2002)

felt that the

language processing

differences that exist between individuals
and arise through an interaction
of biological

and experiential factors could be better
modeled using
argued that there

is

no distinction between working memory
and knowledge

connectionist network model. This
their

the

view and

a connectionist network.

is

Waters and Capian theory, working memory

is

means

that

it

on these elements. However,

should be possible

working memory while leaving
Christiansen model this

knowledge. In order
their

is

the other

not the case.

to

component

The network

to simulate the high

its

to

intact.

is

King and

either the

In the

knowledge

or the

MacDonald and

both the working

memory and

training the

human

network has

the

data from King and

Just (1991), subjects performed a self-paced reading task.

stimuli used were subject relative (7) or object relative (8) sentences.
7.

The

clerk that insulted the shopper fled the store.

8.

The

clerk that the shopper insulted Oed the store.

7

the

span and low span readers, they implement

"span". With these networks, they simulated the

Just (1991). In

the elements themselves are

be carried out to complete

damage

network with different levels of training— the more

higher

model and

a space for elements to be placed
and

considered 'knowledge' as are the productions that need
processing. This

in their

probably the most profound difference
between

the views of the other camps. In both
the Just and Carpenter

for processing to be conducted

They

The

In

King and

Just's analysis of the reading
t.mes for the

main

verb, they found shorter

reading times for high span
participants than low span
participants, shorter reading
t,mes
within subject than w,thm object
relatives, and an interaction
of reading span with

sentence type.
these effects.

MacDonald and

Christiansen's model

As MacDonald and

was

able to capture

Christiansen point out, their
model

over the capacity theory of Just and
Carpenter which was unable
interaction

between reading span and sentence

When

.

three of

all

an improvement

to simulate the

type.

looking to explam mdividual
differences

in

language comprehension,

all

these models differ in theoretically
important ways. However, for the
sake of this study,
their similarities are

memory
norm

has, in

in the

even more important-all of these
theories assume

some

sense, a limited capacity.

working memory

Kaakinen, Hyona,

literature

& Keenan 2003).

And

(Baddeley

&

this

that

working

assumption appears

to

be the

Hitch, 1974; Kintsch, 1998;

Language comprehension should

also face

constraints due to this limited capacity. These
constraints should force a comprehender
to clear or

in

compact the elements

in

working memory from time

comprehension as the elements are
All of the models of working

to

time or face mistakes

forgotten.

memory

discussed so far deal with fairly short

sentences. While, none of the models explicitly dealt with
the issue of clearing working

memory

or

making

more compact representation of its contents

a

information, they do

make

In these models, there

is

to

certain assumptions about the clearing of

zero

memory

for a sentence

allow for incoming

working memory.

once the simulation

is

done—with

the exception of the connectionist network during training. Therefore, the models
assume
that

working memory

is

cleared after every sentence. However, these models were

8

all

dealmg with

short sentences. In written
language,

single sentence out indefinitely

daughter of the General

who

.

it

theoretically possible to
string a

by embedding clauses
within each other

the soldier

dnvmg

the jeep with the

flat.

.

(e.g.

.).

The

Sentences like

this are rare (thank

goodness!) as people have a
great deal of difficulty
correctly

interpreting them.

One very

in

some way by

all

the

plausible reason for this
difficulty

models discussed -

that

who

the soldier driving the jeep
with the

parse this sentence correctly,
sort of

working memory

it

until the

general's daughter as the one

it

an ending: 'The daughter
of the

all

of the sentence's element:s

who

ate breakfast.

overwhelm working memory. This

As

not surprising nor would

is

person would become increasingly likely

working memory thus causing

surprising

is that

many very long

with only a modest amount of

have

to

some

already mentioned, people have
a

it

the

to forget

comprehension of

is

it

possible to

be difficult to model.

For instance, the capacity theory of comprehension
would predict

in

in

very end. Only then can you
correctly assign the

hard time correctly grasping sentences
like these, which suggests that

in length, a

assumed

saluted ate breakfast." In
order to

flat

necessary to hold

is

that is

working memory gets overloaded.

Let's take the example sentence
from above but give

general

- and one

that as a sentence

some of the elements

the sentence to be poor.

grew
held

What

sentences, such as the previous one, can be understood

effort.

It

wait until the end of a sentence

would appear

does not necessarily

that a reader

in order to clear or

compact

the elements in

working memory.

The notion of clearing

room

for

new

information

is

is

or compacting the elements in working

not novel. In fact, Miller suggested

Since then, numerous studies have attempted

9

to

shed

light

on the

it

memory

as far

topic.

to

make

back as 1957.

Many

have

provided valuable insights into
when working n^emory
information

if

any

is lost

during compaction.

10

is

compacted and what

CHAPTER 3

SPOKEN LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION
AND THE CLAUSE
Ut me begin by discussing studies of spoken
moving on

to discuss

Fodor (1965) showed

language comprehension

language comprehension before

in reading.

Early studies by Bever and

the importance of sentence
structure. Participants listened
to

recordings of spoken sentences
containing a non-speech sound
(such as a beep) and were
then asked to recall where the sound
had occurred

in the sentence.

Interestingly, the

participant's perception of the
non-speech sound tended to migrate
to clause breaks.

Subsequent studies showed

that,

while listening

to speech, the

end of a clause or sentence

can affect a number of attention-mediated
tasks such as lengthening the
reaction time
"clicks"

1969),

(Abrams and Bever

1969), slowing the orienting response to
shock (Bever et

making discrimination of tones (Holmes and

(Bever, Hurtig, and Handel 1975) more
potentials (Seitz 1972).

clauses and sentences

It

difficult,

was hypothesized

was due

to

to

al.

Forster 1972), and "click" detection

and was also shown

to suppress

that the loss of attention at the

evoked

ends of

recoding the information into a more compact

representation.

Carroll and Tanenhaus (1978) argued against the simplified
notion that the clause

was

necessarily the unit of segmentation, and they differentiated
between functionally

complete clauses and functionally incomplete clauses.

11

They defined

a func.ionally complete
clause as one tha, contains
a parlicipanl.

verb, and object such as:

Mark punched Bob when Bob
Here the words

called

him

stupid.

in italics represent a
functional clause.

However,

the following

would be

considered functionally incomplete:
After falling Jane went to the emergency
room.
Participants listened to the sentences
which contained a tone,

(1965) and were asked to

recall

where they had heard

tone tended migrated to the clause
boundaries like

and
all

this effect

was

it

much

like

Bever and Fodor

the tone. Their perception
of the

had

in the

greater for functionally complete
clauses.

Bever and Fodor study

So

it

would seem

that not

clauses are created equal, and that
functionally complete clauses are
more apt to draw

attention than incomplete clauses. This
suggests that recoding

occur once

all

during language comprehension, most notably
clauses and sentences.

how

is

One

came from

may

to

at the

take place at specific times

ends of functionally complete

important question that remains

the representation changed and

lost? Jarvella (1971)

clauses

be more likely

the elements (participant, verb, and
object) are present.

In sum, the above data suggest that recoding

place,

may

showed

that recall

different sentences.

is: if

what aspects of

such a recoding takes

the information (if any) are

from two adjacent clauses was worse when

He had

participants listen to

the

two 1500 word

passages. Three adjacent target clauses were imbedded within the passages.
These
clauses were termed the context previous, and immediate clauses and were heard
in that
,

order.

The

critical difference

between items was whether

between the previous and immediate clause (termed

12

the sentence

boundary occurred

the short condition) or whether the

sentence boundary was between
.he comex, and .he
previous clause (Cern,ed
>he ,ong
condition).

•

Long:"

..Tktoo^Miheda^l^^
,„

charges, Taylor
•

was

later flred by the
President."

Shon:"...lMto™,nUM^l,^^^

^.

^^^^^^^

Taylor was later fired by the
President."

AS

participants listened to the
passages there

target region and the participants

word

when

for

as they could

down

to write

as

remember. The important

for the previous clause

same sentence

as the

was

pause

at different

much

of the previous material

places in the

result for this discussion
is that

better in the long condition

immediate clause. Also, when the

previous clause (middle target clause)

was

a test

the test pause occurred in the
immediate clause (the last of the
three clauses),

memory
the

word

were

was

better in the short condition

same sentence. So memory

for

memory

where

test

- where

it

occurred

pause occurred

in

in the

for the context clause (first
target clause)

the context clause

two adjacent clauses

is

and previous clause were

in the

dependent on whether the two

clauses are part of the same sentence or different
sentences.

What can be
verbatim

memory

taken from these results

for a clause gets worse.

is that

Thus

it

following the end of the sentence,

appears that information

sentence recoding in exchange for freeing up of working

kind of information

IS its

is

lost?

There

is

memory

is lost

resources. But what

evidence that one aspect of the sentence

syntax (Sachs 1967). Sachs had participants

listen to

during

that is lost

passages in which one of four

versions of a target sentence was imbedded. These sentences had the same
general

meaning though they had
from the

target sentence

different syntax.

and a

test

The passages terminated

at different intervals

sentence was then presented to participants. The

13

participant's taslc

passage.

The

different

from

test

it

was

to

in the original

sentence could be either
.dentical to the original
target sentence, or

in

one of three ways:

changed from an active
it

judge whether or not the
sentence had appeared

could have a different
meaning,

it

to a passive construction
while maintaining the

it

could

same meaning,

could have an altered form which
maintained meaning and deep
structure.

test

sentence

accurate

was presented immediately

at rejecting all three

longer intervals they became
versions of the incorrect

much more

test sentences.

syntax of the sentence was impaired

likely to accept

test

all

much more

14

than their

were

or

the

quite

sentence. However, at

but the

This finding indicates

meaning.

When

after the targe, sentence,
participants

of the altered versions of the

l,e

meaning

that their

memory

altered

memory

for the

for the sentences

CHAPTER 4
EYE-TRACKING METHODOLOGY AND
IMPORTANT FINDINGS
All of the studies discussed
to this point have
dealt with spoken language

comprehension.

A crUical

question for this paper

study of reading. There are

many

parallels

is

how

these results transfer to
the

between reading comprehension
and spoken

language comprehension but do clauses
and sentences have the same
special status

for

recoding during reading as they do
during listening tasks?

The formal

many

cognitive study of reading

important aspects of reading.

over a century old and has shed
light on

is

As with any

research field, the advances in

technology have provided powerful tools
for investigation. In the

field

research, advances in eye-tracking technology
have been paramount.

computers with eye-trackers

reading. First and foremost in

my

opinion

and

for the study of psycholinguistics.

There are a number of reasons for eye-tracking's
prevalence

text.

The coupling of

in the 1970's started a revolution
in reading research

remains today as the leading methodology

reading of

of reading

is

that

it

in the

study of

allows the study of natural silent

Prior to eye-tracking, reading research consisted
of a

number of artificial

laboratory tasks such as self paced reading, lexical decision,
and rapid serial visual
presentation (RS VP).

The problem with

all

of these tasks

is that

they are different from

normal reading. Some would argue

that the lexical decision task has little if

relevance to real reading as the task

is to

word or

not.

identification

more than

While
is

this

can

tell

decide

if a

any

single string of letters represents a

us something about word identification, word

only part of reading. Self paced reading studies resemble natural reading

lexical decision tasks

do because participants have
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to integrate the text.

In

these studies, the participants
see only part of the
text

order to see the next part of
press eliciting the next

text.

Sometimes

this is

at a

time and must press a
button

in

done word by word with each
button

new word. One major problem
with

this

technique

is

that

participants tend to adopt a strategy
of pressing the button at
a fairly consistent rate
which

has

little to

do with the moment

major problem with

words

in the

this

to

technique

moment language comprehension
is that,

self

shown (Rayner 1975)

parafovea (the area around the
center of fixation) are also

processed during normal reading. This

The

as eye-tracking has

processes. Another

paced reading technique also

at least partially

impossible in word by word self
paced reading.

is

fails to

allow for regressive eye
movements back

to

previous words. However, eye-tracking
has shown that during normal
reading between

10 and
self

15%

of fixations are regressions to previous
words (Rayner 1989). Sometimes

paced reading studies are conducted where
more than one word

and each button press brings

some

in a

new

of words. While

parafoveal preview and regressions,

words chosen

to

structure

where

suffers

from the

fact that the

it

normally would not occur.

to

It

not to say that self paced reading

methodology, but

it

not as fine grained a measure as eye-tracking.

Clearly eye-tracking

is

is

eyes

moved

in

force

at a

incapable of offering insight as

a powerful tool but, even before accurate eye-trackers,

important aspects of eye movements were known. For example,

that the

groups of

may

adopt a strategy of pressing a button

is

many

time

has also been noted that in general, self

This

rate.

at a

technique does allow for

unit during normal reading. In this way, the
investigator

paced reading tasks cause participants
standard

it still

this

presented

be presented together by the investigator would
not necessarily be

viewed as a single

a

set

is

saccades or jumps from word
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to

word

it

rather than

was well known
moving

smoothly across the page. The
advances
these

movements and

in eye-trackers

the length of the fixations
between

accuracy. These measures can
be used to infer

to another

word

(either forward or

them with

many of the

such as reading. For instance,
the amount of time

moving on

have made

a

word

backward)

word

at that

commonly used
the

in

point in the sentence. There
are

called ,aze

or region until the eyes

a

few

is

fixated prior to

dura.on and can

lexical access) required

other measures that arc

second fixation duration, regression
data (eye movements back

name just

degree of

eye-tracking research such as i^.
first fixation duration on a
word, or

regression path duration

to

many

a high

sentence

be taken as a measure of the amount
of mitial processing
(mainly
for that

possible to .easurc

cognitive processes in tasks

in a

.s

it

(first

move

(for a

pass time plus

to the right

all

to

previous

text),

the time spent regressing from
that

word

of the region), as well as data on
word skipping

more complete discussion of the measurements
used

in eye-

tracking research and a more thorough
review of the field see Rayner, 1998).

As mentioned
in

in the introduction,

an experiment similar

Rayner

to the listening studies

et al.

(1989) explored sentence wrap-up

of Jarvella and Sachs. They created

passages of text that were identical except for the
placing of punctuation so

was

that a

either at the end of a sentence or at the end of a
sentence internal clause.

reported that

when

a

word ends

a sentence

it

fixated longer than

is

when

does not end a sentence. They also explored clause wrap-up and
found

more than just

the duration of the fixation

provided evidence that

on

a

the

that

They
same word

it

affects

word. Rayner, Kambe, and Duffy

in addition to increasing

word

(2()()())

reading times, clause wrap-up can also

effect the length of the subsequent saccade. Specifically,

when

a fixation

was

in a

group

of words that ended a clause, the saccade out of that region was longer than when the
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same group Of words was not

was completed,

the

the

end of

a

Cause. They postulated
that when wrap-up

eye-movement system was

comprehension processes and thus
was able
tracking methodology

were found

sensitive

is

enough

to

less hindered

move

by h.gher order

further forward. Clearly
eye-

to detect the

same types of clause

effects that

in the early listening
studies.

Traxler, Bybee, and Pickering
(1997) used eye-tracking in a study
of clausal

integration designed to refute
aspects of the Millis and Just
study (1994) delayed
integration hypothesis.

The delayed

integration hypothesis asserted
that

when

connectives such as 'because' are used
between two clauses, the content
of the
clause will be held in working

memory

until the

second clause has been completely

processed - and then the two clauses will
be integrated. Millis and Just
used
reading methodology to investigate

methodology

to

this hypothesis.

However,

this

choose for such a study. In addition, the
evidence

was

a

that

two experimental groups

reason "null" evidence

have been a

measure

result of

suspect

is

low

is

statistical

that lacks the sensitivity

argument used by Traxler

self

paced

poor

that Millis

provided to support their hypothesis was "null"
evidence: they interpreted a

show

first

and Just

failure to

differed significantly as support for their
theory.
that failing to find a difference

power, or more importantly

needed

to find a difference.

The

between groups could

in this case, using a

This

et al. to justify reinvestigating the effects

is

the

same basic

of connectives on

clause integrafion using the more sensitive and accurate
measures provided by eyetracking.

They

set out to

provide evidence that clausal integration can begin prior

reader having processed two complete clauses.
that

To do

this they created pairs

to the

of sentences

each had two clauses bridged by a connective. In each of the pairs of sentences, the
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second and

final clause

between the

initial

was

the

was

clauses

diagnostic in structure (Traxler

9.

Heidi

felt

same-only
that the

et al.,

the initial clause differed.

whole sentence would

either be (9) causal or
(1„)

won

first

prize at the art show.

imagine and create things
because she won

In an earlier study, Traxler,
Sanford, Aked, and

Moxey

first

prize at the art show.

(1997) had shown that causal

sentences took less time to comprehend
than their diagnostic
counterparts.
the fixation data for the easier
causal and
to find differences prior to the

difference

1997 pg. 485).

very proud and happy because
she

10. Heidi could

The

more

By comparing

difficult diagnostic sentences,
they

end of the sentence.

If participants

hoped

took more time

processing the earlier words in the second
clause when the clause integration
was
difficult then they

would have convincing evidence

integration hypothesis. This

is in

fact

against the Millis and Just delayed

what they found.

First pass

reading times were

longer for the more difficult diagnostic clause
integration in the region before the

words of

the sentence. This

shows

that the processing of relations

last

between clauses does

not have to wait until the end of the second of
two clauses to begin. However, they

found a large effect of

So although
read, the

difficulty in first pass reading time at the very

the integration of

added processing

two clauses can begin before both of

for this integration

may

few

still

end of the sentence.

the clauses have been

continue past the reading of the

second clause.

The hypothesis

I

am

posing

is

that processing difficulty

encountered early

sentence can affect the time needed to wrap-up the sentence when compared

with less processing difficulty but having the same meaning. At
appear that the Traxler

However, while these

et al. results just

results clearly

first

glance

mentioned have already shown

show
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that clause integration

to a

it

in a

sentence

may

this effect.

can begin before, and

condnue

to the

end of the sentence, caution
should be used

on the recoding of the sentence
(note
this conclusion).

It is

that the Traxler et

important to keep in .ind

when

of sentence wrap-up that these
sentences differed

As mentioned

structure.

earlier,

meaning

kept in the recoding process. While

meanings would be recoded
that a sentence with a

difficult to

more

abstract

recode than one that

is

is that

the time spent

processing occurring earlier
the Traxler et

al.

meaning

it

that sentences with
different

to

wrapping up

sentence

different packages. Recall that

a sentence

when meaning
It

my

can be affected by the amount of
is

controlled. Additionally,

would be

interesting to

after the sentence

know

boundary, or

into a subsequent sentence.

In this study, participants read sentences that
have the
relationships between the

is

many elements might be more

items consisted of single sentences.

would continue

as well as their

from surprising. One would
expect

or with

whether the processing of difficult materials stops
whether

meaning

very straightforward or has only
a few elements.

wrapping up

in the

make

to

the essential aspect of
the sentence that

worth noting

it is

were not attempting

an effect

interpreting these results
in terms

in their

differently, this is far

These types of differences amount
hypothesis

is

al.

in interpreting this
as

words

in the sentence

remain the

same basic meaning— the

same—but differ in

processing difficulty early in the sentence. The key question

is

whether

this difficulty

transfers to the recoding process. In order to keep sentence
structure and the basic

sentence meaning

(gist) relatively constant

while manipulating processing difficulty,

used a novel word frequency manipulation. However, before going
used

in this study, let

me

into the manipulation

review some of the findings on word frequency.
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1

One of the most
effect of

robust findings in ,he
eye-.racking literature on
reading

word frequency (Rayner, ,977;

Jus,

is

the

and Carpenter. ,980;
Inhoffand Rayner,

1986; Rayner and Duffy, ,986;
Henderson and Ferreira, ,990;
S. C. Sereno, ,992;
Vitu,

1991; Raney and Rayner, ,995).

word appears

in a large

Word

corpus of

frequency

is a

measure of the nunrber of times
a

For instance, the Francs and
Kucera frequency

text.

database used jus, over a million
words of text to determine word
frequency. The find.ng
that

has been replicaied time and
again

is that

words of low frequency

are fixated for a

longer time than words of the
same length with a higher frequency.
Most believe that
this effect is

common
the

it

due

is to

to lexical access, the process
of identifying the

see a particular

word

in print, the easier

it

is

to identify.

most successful models of eye movements
during reading,

(Reichle, Rayner. Pollatsek. 2003) uses

word frequency

word. The more

the

In fact,

one of

E-Z Reader model

as one of the

main predictors of

fixation durations.

One
nature.

is

The

important aspect of the word frequency effect
effect is believed

identified, it's frequency

shown

to

have a small

1986). That

the

is,

a

The confusion

is

due

be confined

apparently short lived

to lexical access,

role.

and once the word

However,

it

has been

on the word immediately following (Rayner and Duffy,

word following

However,

to

no longer plays a prominent

effect

same word following

spillover effect.

by most

is its

a high

a

low frequency word tends

to

be fixated longer than

frequency word. This effect has been referred

there is

some confusion on

to the effects of parafoveal

the nature of this spillover effect.

preview— the processing of words

right of fixadon. In order to explain the effect of parafoveal preview
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to as the

it

to the

will be necessary

to describe

two very important techniques

in eye-tracking
research: the

n^ov.ng

window

technique and the boundary
technique.
In the

controls

moving window technique
(McConkie and Rayner, 1975)

how much

window". This

is

the experimenter

of the text a participant can
view by altering the size of
a "moving

made

possible thanks to the marriage
of computer and cyetracker.
The

eyetracker informs the computer
of where the participant's
eyes.are during a fixation
and
the

computer displays the

computer

text clearly in the

alters the text outside

meaningless strings of

letters.

of the

While

window by changing
the eye

the computer, and prior to the
eyes stopping

display so as to keep the
this

moving window

window of clear

technique,

it

window around

is

on

text

that fixation.

span extends 3 or 4

letter

the

the normal text into

moving, the tracker communicates
with
a

word, the computer readjusts the

around the fixation the same

Using

size.

has been possible to ascertain the
perceptual span, the

area from which information about
the text can be gained during reading.
this

However,

spaces to the

left

of fixation and 14 or 15

On

letter

average,

spaces

to

right of fixation.

The boundary technique (Rayner, 1975)

some
a

part of the text has been altered.

boundary change, the

crossed.

The boundary

text

is

is

similar to the

However, unlike

changes only

once— when

the

moving window

moving window

technique, in

an invisible "boundary"

usually placed just before the changed

word so

in that

is

that the

experimenter can control the types of information presented before
the boundary

is

crossed and investigate what kinds of information are extracted
from the parafovea.

might think
the

change

that this manipulation

in the

would be

easily noticed by the participants. But since

display takes place during a saccade,
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You

it

is

not.

During

a saccade, the

info™a..on coding
because

if

into ,he brain

fro™ the

we were aware of eve^thing

ret.na ,s suspended.
This

.ha, .he re.ina

W

is

important

during an e.e .ovenren.
,he

world would appear as a blur
every .ime we moved
our eyes.

Henderson and Ferreira (1990) used

how

.he

boundary change technique

a..en.io„ ,s alloca.ed be.ween
.he fovea and parafovea.
In .heir

firs,

manipula.ed foveal load (,he difficuUy
of foveal processing) on
word n

affeced .he

abili.y ,0 process

manipulmed by having word
condi.ion.

word 'n+l was
•

word 'n+l

'n'

word and one

when word

n

in

in .he parafovea.

idenrical before

which

it

The

experimen. .hey

how

,0 see

foveal difficul.y

,his

was

be ei.her low or high frequency.
In .he con.rol

were ,wo experimen,al condi,ions, one
targe,

'

.0 inves.iga,e

was

in

and

which

different.

was high or low frequency,

after ,he

boundary was crossed. There

,he preview

If attention ,0

word was

similar ,0 ,he

word 'n+r was ,he same

,hen one would expec, ,he
dissimilar preview ,0

cause ,he same inflalion on fixa,ion
,imes compared

,0 ,he con,rol condilion.

However,

if

foveal load affeCs ,he dis,ribu,ion of
a„en,ion then one would expect the high
frequency

condition ,0 suffer more from a dissimilar
preview then the low frequency condition.

This

la..er effect is in fact

wha. Henderson and Ferreira found.

experimen. (hey replica.ed
inslead of frequency

should be

.his finding

showing

need however,

second

using predic.abili.y ,0 influence foveal load

,ha, ,he effec,

.hat Rayner,

In their

can be ex,ended

Kambe, and Duffy

in

,0

higher level processes.

2000

failed .0 find

11

an effect

of foveal load on clause final words and argued
that wrap-up processes differ from those

used to investiga.e foveal load by Henderson and

up could be viewed

Ferreira.

As

a crude compari.son, wrap-

as downloading information while lexical access, predictability
and

parafoveal preview could

all

be viewed as uploading information.
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The

word

'n'

finding that the reading
time associated with
the low lexical frequency
of

can spillover to word 'n.

some confusion over how

still

increased reading times on

1
'

is

robust and has been
replicated. However,
there

this effect

should be interpreted.

^n.P occur because

the eyes have

too soon-before lexical access
completed. This would

viewing word 'n.l'they are actually
the

low frequency of word

while the eyes are
(Reichle et

al.

'n'

still at 'n'.

still

This

is

the

while a reader

But

it

mechanism posited by

the

is

more

it.

'n'

now

is

likely, that

1

E-Z Reader model

2003). This decrease in parafoveal
processing would

mean

once the

that

For the purpose of

this

paper

important to realize that manipulating
the frequency of a word will
affect the reading

times of the word immediately following
to

'n'.

that

causes a decrease in parafoveal
preview of word

eyes get to word 'n+r more needs to
be done to process
it is

possible that the

moved on from word

mean

uploading word

It ,s

is

look

at the effects

it.

If

one uses

a

word frequency manipulation

of processing difficulty on sentence
wrap-up,

separate the effects of spillover from those
of wrap-up with

some

it

will be crucial to

sort

of buffer region.

In order to investigate the effects of
early processing difficulty on later
recoding

processes,

I

used a novel manipulation of word
frequency-manipulating the frequency

of three words in a row.

If the

sentence wrap-up effect

compact representation of the sentence

more than one word

number of possible

the

et al.

to readers

will increase the chances of finding such an effect

relationships affected.

the frequency of

Rayner

due

forming

a

more

relationships, then manipulating the frequency of

Most

by increasing

studies that have looked at

frequency, manipulated the frequency of a single word.

which

is

I

know

1989 study, sentences included adjective noun pairs
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word

of only one study

two consecutive words was manipulated (Rayner
that

the

in

et al., 1989).

were

either

In

both high o. both low

in

.e„, and

as

con.Cs, o.her sentences

on,y had Che high or low
frequency noun (unmodified,
They found
.he adjecive affeced bo.h
.he
adjective. This

first

was

if

.ha. .he

frequency of

effec.

was found on

.he firs. fixa.,o„ and
gaze

also an effec, of semantic
integration evidenced by

fixations and gaze durations

adjective than

p.esen.ed ,ha,

fixa.,o„ dura.ion and
.he gaze dura.,on on
.he

same word frequency main

duration of the noun. There

longer

firs.

we.

on

the

nouns

if

they were preceded by
and

they were unmodified.
However, there was no interaction
between word

frequency and the presence of the
adjective on these measures.
Unfortunately, the data

on the regions following
not provided.

It

the noun,

which might shed

should also be mentioned that

of the frequency manipulated words.
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this

l.ght

on

the current quest.on,

were

study did not control for the
mean.ng

CHAPTER 5
EYE MOVEMENT MODELS
An
words

in

additional benefit of using
throe high frequency

a row

that

is

it

Word

eyes stay fixated on a word, but
less
It is

known,

for

example,

that

how

frequency has been shown
to affect

is

known about how

it

affects

low frequency words tend

to

low Ire.uency

three

offers the possibility
„f looking nrore closely
at

access affects eye movements.

next.

words or

lexical

how

long the

where the eyes go

be refrxated more often

than high frequency words, and
that frequency has a
small effect on the probability
that a

word

will

be skipped (Rayner

e. al.,

1

996).

However,

it

,s

unknown whether

frequency on fixation duration will
cumulate over successive words.
That
results could prove informative
in understanding the
extent to

two of

the current

Z Reader model

models may help

(Rcichle

et al.

make

to clarify

2003), and the

2002). These two models differ
they

movement

in a

a

why

these data

SWIFT model

would be of

interest: the

E-

(Engberl, Longtin, Kliegl

in

many circumstances

similar predictions.

reader

is

(7^

Model

considered a "sequential attention shift" or

reader, attention that enables

word

identification

moves

mean

that the eyes

have

modeling

the skipping

and regressive eye movements

to follow

such a
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SAS

moves from word

sequential manner. However, just bccau.se
attention

not

may prove

control during reading, and a
discussion ol

number of ways. However,

The EZ Reader

EZ

these

which "trnfinished

business" from a word influences
processing of the next word. Such
data

challenge for current models of
eye

is,

the effect of

strict pattern.

that

model.

to

word

in a sequential

In

EZ

in a

manner docs

EZ reader is capable of
occur during reading by

eye. There have been numerous
versions of
version being

EZ

EZ reader 7

reader 7.

is

EZ

,he

reader n,ode, ,o da.e,
,he ,.os, recen,

comprised of three systems,

oculomotor, and word identification.
The visual sysiem

visual,

responsible for early

is

processing and attention selection.
The oculomotor system controls
eye move„,c„,s

two

stages, labile or

M, and

non-labile or

possible to cancel a saccade.

and will be executed

a.

a

During M, of oculomotor
control,

Once M. has begun

the end of the stage.

of two stages referred lo as L, and

was

M,

U

The word

to

U

The time

identificat.on

In

EZ

its

word

identification system begins L,.

oculomotor system

to

phonology or meaning which

The lower

lo.

move

When

to

•.

This

shift

of attention

to

M

word 'n+l causes
'

begin L| on word 'n+T. Meanwhile, back

of Ml will cau.se the

EZ

(I.,

are

When

start

of M2, and

al

in Ihe

and

a reader fixales

word

L, completes, a signal is senl lo
Ihe

word 'nt r and

the eyes to

the frequency

,

begins.

Once L, of the word

identification system finishes, a signal is senl
lo the visual sysiem lo

word 'n+1

slage

reader 7 Ihe authors liken
1„ ,„

predictability of the w<,rd the longer
these stages will lake.

the

f,rs,

required for both slage I„and slage
L, depend on the frequency

and predictability of the word being
attended

'n'.

system also consists

In earlier versions of the
model, the

referred to as a familiari.y check
of Ihe word.

up

is

i,

a saccade can no longer
be cancelled

check of the words orthography without
access of

left

i„

the

word

move

allenlion lo

identification system

oculomotor sysiem, Ihe completion

the end of this stage a saccade will be executed.

reader can accouni for skips becau.sc Ihe liming of Ihe Iransilions
wilhin and between

systems can cause a number of different eye movement patterns, for
instance,
the saccade from 'n' lo "n-tl

'

completes prior
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to Ihe

completion of

I,,

for

word

i

f

M

,

for

'ni 1", a

saccade program will be initiated
to word 'n.2' and
word 'n.l
In

EZ reader

7, a refixation

. planned

saccade

needed

to

determine

if

is

will be skipped.

on a word

0.07 t,mes the length of the word being
fixated as long as
otherwise the probability of
planning a refixation

'

this

whh

value

a probability of

is less

than

one-

equal to one. Since the
information

a refixation should be
planned

is

low-spatial frequency

information (word length), the
information from the early
processing of the visual system

provides the refixation cue

to the

oculomotor system. This means

saccade can begin M, as soon as the
word
has completed.

Of course

this refixation

saccade plan as described above, and
fixated

is

of high frequency than

So what would
glance

three

it

seems

the

like the

word frequency

if

it

fixated rather than having to
wait until L,

is

saccade can be cancelled by a
subsequent

this is

is

more

likely to

happen

if

the

word

currently

of low frequency.

EZ reader model

predict for the current experiment?
At

model would predict an increasing

region. This

that a refixation

would be because

words would be processed more slowly than

first

effect of frequency over the

the second and third

low frequency

their high frequency counterparts
not only

because of frequency differences between these
words but because they also would
benefit

reader

from

less parafoveal processing than their high
frequency counterparts.

first fixates

will occur later for

shift

of attention

to the

to

the initial

low frequency word

low frequency words than

word 'n+1

oculomotor system

frequency words. This

is

is

'

'n',

the signal to

for high frequency words.

that occurs after the signal to

further delayed in

move

move

When

a

the eyes to 'n+1

However,

the

the eyes has been sent

low frequency words

relative to high

the cause of the parafoveal preview benefit for high frequency
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words. U would appear then

that in

our experiment when
the eyes reach the
second low

second high frequency word
thus they would have
additional processing
the

normal increased processing for
the lower frequency.
However,

due beyond

to

this neglects to

consider the model's predictions
for refixations.

A refixation is planned on a word with a

probability that

is

a function

of the

word's length. Given two words
of equal length, one high and
one low frequency, on
average an equal number of refixation
saccades wHl be planned

to both.

However, more

of these refixation saccades will
be cancelled for the high
frequency word. Only

M,

stage

of the oculomotor system finishes
before stage L, of the word
identification system

will a planned refixation saccade
be executed.

processing will have occurred prior

to the

When

second

this

fixation.

occurs a large amount of

How

does

this extra

processing affect the parafoveal preview
of the next word? According

model,

it

doesn't. Let's take

identification finishes before

refixation

is

faster than

M,

for the refixation

no refixation

will occur.

same time

'

reader

M,

and the beginning of stage L2

word

In this case

for the

When

still

U

t(M|)+t(M2)-t(L2) whether there
clear that the

in

is

this

occur

L, finishes. Since the constant interval of
t(M,)+i(M2) begin

as the interval for

It is

if

EZ

If L, for

U for word identification the word will be refixated.

happens, the signal to plan a saccade to 'n+]

same time—when

to the

two cases of the same low frequency word.

the parafoveal preview of word 'n+l'
will be t(M,)+t(M2)-t(L2). But,

the

if

at the

both situations, the parafoveal preview will be
a refixation or not.

EZ reader 7 model would

predict that the difference in

processing difficulty between the low and high frequency words will be larger
for the
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at

second word than for the fi.t
of the

three.

reduced parafoveal prev.ew,
and s.nce
satne for the third

word

However

since this effect

this reduction in
parafoveal

is

due co.p,e,e,y

,o

preview wii, be the

as the second, there
should be no add.tional
increase ,„ the

processing difference on the
th.rd word

,n the

frequency nranipulated
regton. Therefore

given that .he size of the frequency
nranipulation stays constant
over the three word
regton and given that predictability
over the three word region
is

expect .0 see larger effects on
for the second

and

One of the

third

first

fixat.on t.^e.

word positions than

movements during reading when higher
Regressions then, according
difficult.

Therefore

we may

to

EZ

level

reader, are

expect

to find

word

EZ reader

The EZ reader model

we would

pass time, and refixation
probability

for the first

current shortcomings of the

predict interword regressions.

first

also constant,

is

position.

model

meant

is that it

does not yet

be a model of eye

to

comprehension processes are no, hindered.

more

likely to

occur when processing gets

more regressions on

the

second or

third

word

of the low frequency stimuli.

The Swift Model

SWIFT by contrast,
model
that in

differs

from

EZ reader

SWIFT lexical

instantiation of the

a "guidance by attentional gradient" or

7 in a

number of ways, but

processing for multiple words

SWIFT model

that lexical processing of

this

is

window, processing

is

the

is fastest at

in parallel

occurring in parallel. The

from the fovea. The second principle

is

principles.

over an attentional

the fovea and slows

down

window

the further the

The

is

first

first is

and, within

word

that the timing of a saccade is separated
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This

most prominent difference

had three basic assumptions or

words occurs

GAG model.

is

from the

fixated can inhibit saccade
generation.

The

first

principle assumes that there

processing takes place. According

words: the word currently fixated

words

to the right

However,

place in two stages. The
lexical activity for a

first

word

activation.

(/„)

to the left

is

EZ

stage

is

three

word

maximum,

A word's maximum activation
a. =

activation

first

is

word

for the

moment

is

assumed

to

eccentricity or

SWIFT

takes

Once

it

reaches

its

it's

means

maximum
is

that the

activation.

To

constant across the

activation for a

word reaches

its

until

it

reaches zero. Additionally, the

be a faster than the second stage.

Therefore, on average, the slope up to a word's

The second

words

receive

enters the lexical completion stage. During this
stage, the word's

stage of lexical processing

down

four

a funcfion of the word's

is

that predictability

decreasing and continues to decrease

the slope back

the

){a-piog(/,)}. This

positions for the current experiment.
the

on

window

this

increasing and continues to increase
until

am assuming

lexical

the lexical preprocessing stage.
During this stage

lower the predictability or frequency of the
word, the higher
I

which

window encompasses

reader model, lexical processing
in

and predictability

simplify things,

in

of fixation ^n-r, and two

the rate of processing
depends

distance from fixation. Like the

frequency

one word

this

window

of fixafion 'n.l and n.2'. All
of the words within

lexical processing.

maximum

SWIFT model

to the

'n',

an attentional

is

maximum

activation will be steeper than

to zero.

principle of

SWIFT is

that the timing of a saccade is separated

the selection of the saccade target. Saccade preparation in

and a non-labile stage much

like

EZ reader.
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However,

SWIFT has

in the

SWIFT

from

both a labile stage

model, saccades can

se.ec.ion period ,ha. runs
concurrency w..h ,he ,ab„e
s.age and ends ,6.5
the

end of

.his .arge. se.ec.ion
s.age, a .arge.

propor.iona. .o .he words
ac.,va.,on
sl<ips, refixations,

and regressions

each of these situations

at that tinre.

a.,

to

chosen wi.h

,n this

way,

a

At

probabi.Uy

SW.FT is ab.e

to predic.

with the same under.ying
mechanism. Let's .ook

parafovea as does the

SWIFT model when word

EZ reader model.

type of word skipping, one in
which word 'n.l

due

,s

sooner

at

in turn.

Skips will occur in the
in the

word

.s

word 'n+2' winning

'n.l

However,
^

.

'

completely processed

SWIFT also

predicts a second

.n^t completely processed
but

.

skipped

the target selection process.
Since targets are chosen with
a

probability proportional to their
activation, this second type of
skipping will be more
likely to occur

model would
often than

when word

predict that a

if it

^n+2' has a higher activation.
All other things being equal
the

word preceding

had preceded

more

when

likely

predictability being constant,

low frequency word would be skipped
more

a higher frequency

Refixations will occur
process. This will be

a

word.

the currently fixated

when

the

word wins

word has high

low frequency words

the target selection

activation. Therefore,

will be refixated

more often than high

frequency. However, as in the second case
of skipping described above, the

model makes
be refixated

the interesting prediction that a

less often,

word preceding

and skipped more often than

if

the

a

SWIFT

low frequency word

word had preceded

will

a higher

frequency word.
Regressions will of course occur in

word wins

SWIFT when

a

word

the targeting selection. Since lexical activity for a
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to the right

of the fixated

word does not change once

the

word

is

outside of the attentional

.ime .hrough ,he

window can

.ha. n,os. regressions

s.iU

window
^w, words
woras

be .he Urge, of a
regression.

wi„ occur once

.he

fac. ,ha. co„pe.,.ion for
.arge. selecion

prediCion

that are not
n.t fully
f n

end of

.ha. .he fixa.ion prior
.0 a regression

,„ fac. .he

.he sen.ence has

wi„ be very ,ow

a. .his

processed the

.ode,

predic.s

been reached due

poin..

wi„ be jus. as ,ong

,.

also

first

.0 .he

makes

.he

as a fixa.ion prior .„
a

forward eye movement.
isn't quite as

It

easy to see what the

word frequency manipulation. The

first

thmg

predict a decrease in parafoveal
preview

EZ reader does.

This means that

second and

word

third

SWIFT model would

when

SWIFT will

posifions that

to note is that the

fixating

more

predict for our three

SWIFT model

difficult

words

does not

the

way

that

not predict mcreased reading
times for the

EZ reader predicts.

It

does however predict an

increase in refixafions (and therefore
gaze durations), and regressions out
of the third

word
is

a

posifion. Let's

assume

low frequency word,

it

that the eyes are

will have a higher

on the

first

maximum

of the three words. If this word

activation than

its

high

frequency counterpart. This should make
the low frequency word more likely

However,

refixated.

as

I

mentioned

earlier,

words

that

it

would have been had

first

the

word

position,

low than

it

is

it

that the first

low frequency word

to

go

up as

to

whether or not there

to the

will be refixated less than

been followed by a high frequency word. Therefore,

a toss

be

precede a low frequency word

should be less likely to be refixated given
the competition for the saccade

upcoming word. This means

to

will be

more

for the

refixations

on

the high frequency version of the stimulus and
the values of the free

parameters

may have

should

be longer for low than high frequency words but the effect on gaze durations

still

a large influence

on how
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this

pans out.

First fixation durations

might not be as pronounced.
The situation

low frequency words,

However,

a. th,s

at the thtrd

as

it

word

also has a

is

n,uch the satne for the
second of the three

low frequency word

position, there

is

to its ,n,n,ediate
right.

no longer a lower frequency
word

posttion relative to the high
frequency version as well
as

the earlier

low frequency words

that n,ay

to the

^ore regressions back

have been under processed
the

first

to

time

through.

I

will look briefly at

how

the predictions

observed eye movement measures

from these two models

in the results section,

the predictions for appendix
A.
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fit

with the

and leave a more detailed
look

at

CHAPTER 6

METHOD
Participants. Thirty-four
aduUs fro. .he

UMASS con^.uni.y pariicipated in

the eye-tracking portion
of this experiment. Aii
had norma, vision or
corrected ,o nornta,

with contact lenses. Additionally,

all

participants

were native speakers of
American

English and were naive to the
purpose of the experiment.
They were either provided
with
extra credit for psychology
classes or were paid eight
dollars for their participat.on.

Apparatus.

A Fourward Technologies Dual

Purkinje Eyetracker
(Generation

VI) was used to record participants'
eye movements. Eye Movements
were recorded

from the

right

eye but viewing was binocular.
Participants were seated 61
centimeters

from the computer screen. Head
movements were minimized by use of a
head

bite bar

and

rests.

Procedure.

On

arriving for the experiment,
participants were presented with

an informed consent sheet that also
gave a brief description of the instructions
for the
study. Then, a bite bar

was prepared

for them. Next, they

were familiarized with the

eyetracker and given detailed verbal instructions
on the experiments procedures. Once a
participant

was

settled onto the bite bar, the eyetracker

The accuracy of the
sentences

at their

calibration

own

rate

was checked

and signaled

after

that they

was

calibrated for the participant.

each sentence. Participants read the

were finished reading

a sentence

by

pressing a button. Multiple-choice questions with
two alternative answers were asked
after

each sentence in order

button press. The

to

check for comprehension. Participants answered with

first five trials

were practice
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trials to get participants

a

comfortable with

the task. Experimental
items were presented r^^nH^^i
randomly along with 108
,

filler

items in one

of two counterbalancing
conditions.
stimuli. There were two
conditions in this design-high
frequency and low

frecuency, nranipu.a.ed wi.hin
a sentence pairs.
There were 24 pairs of
sentences. Each

had a ,ow frequency and a high
frequency vers.on. and the
the three critical frequency
words.

The following

are the

pa.r of sentences oniy
d.ffer .„

LF and HF

versions

(respectively) of a stimulus used
in the experinren,
(frequency region, buffer region,

wrap-up region):

.

•

The rival warriors ambushed
the vulnerable guard^atrol.
During the battle, the commander
fled out of fear.
The enemy soldiers attacked
the vulnerable guard^^atrol

During the battle, the commander
fled out of fear.
Note

that the first sentence of each
pair

will be described in detail shortly.

different

from those

broken into three regions. The reason

The frequency manipulation used

in other studies.

frequency manipulation.

is

Most other

all

high or

words were usually consecutive. However,

"of

studies used only a single

In the present study, the

words were manipulated-either

all

in this

for this

study was

word

frequency of three consecutive content

low frequency. The

three manipulated

for 10 of the 24 items, short

words such

as

or "the" intervened between two of the
frequency manipulated words (see stimuli

appendix). In the earlier discussion of word frequency,

word frequency can

carry over to the next word.

What

it

I

was noted

am

hypothesizing

an additional downstream effect of word frequency. Therefore,
include

some

sort of buffer region

region.

If the

wrap-up region of

that the effect of

it

is

that there is

was important

to

immediately following the frequency manipulated

the first sentence had
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come immediately

after the

frequency manipulation the
results would be
obviously confounded
with a spillover

Characters and a range of to
IS characters.
9
to rer^ove

any spillover

A .g.on of th. size should be long

fro. contam.at.g

effect

the

enough

wrap-up region. The wrap-up

region of the sentence was, on
average, 16.04 characters
long. Given these
values, the

wrap-up

on

target region will occur

the display,

which places

on average between

the 38'^

and 54'^ character positions

the region just to the right
of center screen.

The buffer

region, wrap-up region, and
the second sentence were
identical in both the

versions of the stimuli. Additionally,
the ent.e
first line

as

was

first

that bring the eye to the

affecting the wrap-up procedure at
the end of the
In

word

is

sentence of each stimulus was
on the

the beginning of the second
sentence. This

sweeps (large eye movements

most word frequency

studies, there

is

LF and HF

first

was done

begmning of

to

prevent return

the next line) from

sentence.

a strict demarcation for deciding
if a

high or low frequency. Although,
studies differ on what they consider
high and

low frequency, most experimenters would
consider words with 100

or

more occurrences

per million to be high frequency and words
with 10 or fewer occurrences per million

to

be low frequency. In the present study, the
difference between high and low frequency

words wasn't

as

strict.

The reason

for this

is that,

for each stimulus pair, the frequencies

of three words were being manipulated while the
approximate meaning and length were
controlled. These additional constraints

However,

made

as the frequencies of the three

creation of the stimuli quite difficult.

words were being manipulated

differences in the processing difficulty in the sentence,
the

words

in the

it is

low frequency version of a sentence were
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enough

to create

for our purposes that

substantially lower than their

expeHn,e„, had an ave.ge
word

„r

,

,

.45 occurrence,
per

„inion and .He

HP

vers,ons had an average
word frequenc, of ,62.48
occurrences per .niion
(r-rancis and

Kucera 1982). For so^e of :he
Ue.s,

,he difference

was o„,y 20 occurrences per
™i„io„. However,
frequency on processing .ime

is

.e,ween .he LF and

as airead, „en,io„ed,
.he effec. of

roughiy logari.hmic.
Wha. .his means

difference in .he .in,e spen.
looking a. a word wi.h a
frequency of

frequency of 20
frequency 70.

A

is

much

larger .han .ha,

he.ween

a

,

is .ha.

and

a

.he

a

word wi.h

a

,og of ,he base ,0 ,ransforma,ion
was ,heref„re used on ,he raw

posi.ion, ,.15 for the second and
1.26 for the ,hird. This

examining .he eye

.raci<ing record for

is

would be

accumula.ing effeCs of frequency.

diflicul. to interpret

As mentioned

accumulating

firs,

and

If ,he

.hird

log

word

above, the three words in the high and
low frequency version

region encompassing the three words

LF

word

effects.

of an item were also controlled for length.
The primary goal was

average length of .he

firs,

an impor.an. con.ro, when

.ransformed difference scores varied
considerabiy between .he
i.

word

word w„h

word of frequency 5, and

frequency scores for .he words.
The average difference was ,.24
for .he

positions,

HF versions

regions

was

close to the

same

was 22.08 charaCers and

in

that the length

of the

both conditions. The

for .he

HF regions

i.

was

22.20 charaCers.

Whenever

possible, .he lenglhs of the individual

controlled for as well.but this
in

was not always

possible.

words within

the region

The average length of the words

charaCers by posi.ion were: LFI=7.3, HFU7.4, LF2=7.6, HF2=7.2,
LF3=6.6,

HF2=6.9.
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were

The

n,ajor question

frequency on reading times

was whether

(i.e..

there

would be downstream

effects that occur after
any spiHover effects).

analyz-ng the data for the effects
of word frequency,
regions. These

first

pass time on a region was the
primary reading

it

until leaving

i,

was

fme

given that the word was not
skipped.
is

not skipped. Additionally,

I

first

looked

Thus

entering

at the

it

at the

sentence processing

in this

looktng

first

at

four

defined the

first

fixat.ng

regions with

pass time

until leaving

in

I

word from

number of first pass

each region and the number of regressions
from each region

comprehensive look

When

region, and the

measure. Earlier,

When

called first pass time.

cumulative time spent fixating a region
from
region

region, the

the cumulative time
spent fixating a

multiple words, gaze duration

of word

was primarily concerned
with

,

were the/..,„e«c, region,
the buffer

measure of gaze duration as

effects

it

is

the

given

that the

fixations in

order to provide a more

experiment.

I

was not concerned

with skipping percentages for these regions
as they are long regions and very
rarely

skipped (less than

of downstream
region to see

2% of the time

effects,

how

I

for the multiple

word

regions). Following the analysis

present an analysis of the individual words
in the frequency

the multiple

low

vs. high frequency

saccade lengths, and number of fixations.
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words

effect fixation durations,

CHAPTER

7

RESULTS
This experiment was a

factor (low vs. high
fre<,ue„cy) wUhi„-par,icipa„,

,

design. Uen,s were removed
from ,he da.a analysis
due ,o hiin.s or .rack
losses. In

6.25% Of ,he data was removed

ms or longer

than 1000

for these reasons.
Addi.ionally. fixaUons
shorter than

ms were

The following

truncated from Ihc data

table contains the

for the regions in question.

first

in the

downstream analysis

region by region.

Sentence Regions

1:

Frequency region; When looking

was

set.

measures used

They were analyzed
Table

it

for

downstream

effects of

important to verify that there was an effect
of frequency

manipulation of word frequency

in the early parts

In fact, there

was

region, F;(l,33) =

a

177

stimuli

p<

source. If our

to the failure

of the

to actually influence processing difficulty
early in the sentence.

ms

frequency effect

in first

pass reading time for the frequency

74.26p < 0.001, ^2(1,23) = 42.71 p <

the finding that there

at the

word frequency

of the sentence doesn't effect reading

times there, then a failure to find a downstream
effect might be due

frequency manipulation

„||,

were more

(mean = 3.68) than

first

0.001. Paralleling this result

pass fixations in the low frequency version of the

in the high

frequency version (mean = 3.14),

= 32.57,

/^';(1,33)

0.001, and ^2(1, 23) = 28.87,/? < 0.001. However, although the percentage of

regressions out of this region

was

is

slightly higher for the
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low frequency versions,

the

difference

region

was

no,

Cose

was very near

,o significan,, F's

<

,

„ .hould be no.ed

.

,ha, ,he

the beginn.ng of .he
sentence and therefore
.here

frequency

was

no. ™.,ch .„

regress to from this region.

Buffer region; Previous studies
found
"spillover" onto the next word.
For th.s reason

remove any

spillover effect from our

frequency on the
significant

first

first

F;(U3)

LF and HF versions

come from what was

The proportion of regressions from

effect

it

had been preceded by the

was

significant

that the buffer region

of the stimuli so that any

read before. There

= 2.97, p = 0.094, and F.(l,23) =
3.01,

participants F;(l,33) = 2.46,p =
0.127, but

when

to the stimuli to

was

a

23

ms

effect of

pass reading times for the buffer
region, which was only
marginally

pass fixations in this region differed
but

0.048.

word frequency can

added a buffer region

downstream analyse. Note

consisted of the same words for
both the
effect in that region had to

I

that effects of

= 0.096. The number
of

this difference

was

significant

than

also not significant by

by items F,(l,23) = 4.37,;, =

the buffer region

LF words

was

was almost twice

when preceded by

the

as large

HF words.

This

by participants F;(l,33) = 4.77,;, = 0.036,
but only marginal by

items ^2(1,23) = 3.30,;? = 0.082.

Wrap-up

region.- This region

sentence's last phrasal constituent. Rayner
fixated longer if

it

hypothesized that

For

this reason,

the

LF versions

more

difficult

I

ended a sentence than
this effect is

had predicted

due

to the

ended the
et al.

if it

first

sentence and consisted of the

(1989) had found that a word was

was sentence

internal.

receding that occurs

at the

It

has been

end of the sentence.

that the first pass times for this region

would be longer

of the stimuli due to a greater amount of processing needed

LF words. However,

this

was not
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the case.

The mean

first

to

in

recode the

pass reading

from

statistically significant
either

number of fixations and
less than

by participants or items
(Fs <,). The

regressions mirror those
for

first

pass times. All F values
were

for these analyses both
by participants and by
items.

1

resnl.s for

The

relative difficulty

participants had. read.ng the
earlier parts of the
sentence, seems to have
disappeared.

First

word of the second

sentence; The results from
the wrap-up region

suggest that the manipulation
of frequency used in

this

study did not effect the

fme

needed

to

there

a difference between sentence
interpretation effects and
post-tnterpretive effects.

It is

is

complete

later

sentence recoding. However,
as Waters and Caplan
point out.

possible that the frequency
manipulation could cause such a
post-interpretive effect.

Therefore.

I

also analyzed the

sentence. There

was

a 17

ms

same

pass measures for

first

effect in first pass reading times

second sentence. This effect was only
marginal

= 3.92 p = 0.060. There were
effect

there

was

also

significant, F;(1.33)

=

were more regressions from

significant (Fs

An

<

region

more

It

is

left,

may

the first

word of the

f,(1,33) = 3.48p = 0.071,
LF

and F,(1.23)
stimuli. This

SMp = 0.006, f,(1,23) = 7.50p = 0.012.
LF sentences,

this region for the

measure

to first pass reading time is

the effect

Although

was not

eyegaze time. The

identical to first pass reading except in cases

and

if a

the

word

fixation is found there,

this case, the character to the left

sentence.

on

fixations in this region for the

was skipped. With eyegaze, when

character to the

word of the second

1).

alternative

eyegaze measure

first

of the word region

is

where the word or

skipped, the region

it

is

is

is

extended one

included into the measure. In

the period at the end of the first

be the case that the eyes occasionally land on the period of the
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first

sentence bu. .he .ader

is

.aUy

p.oeess.ng .He nex.

effec. only increased fron,
17 n,s .0

P-

0.035, ^.(,,23) = S.031

,

20

n,s, bu,

wo.d-a„ow,„g

was ™uch ™ore

..

.„

33) - 4 814

reliable,

= 0.009. One fin, analysis
was done considering only

those fixalions .ha. were
launched from .en charac.er
spaces or less .0 .he

beginning of .he second sen.ence,
elin,ina.es the small
number of
skipped the
trials

las, ten

where

.he reader regressed

from .he end of .he

firs.

more

When

time.

24 ms and

first

pass time

it

.es.

ou. a few predictions of .he

plainly, .his

measure should

.he frequency region for

ms

.0

EZ reader and SWIFT models.

will be necessary to dissect the
frequency region into

.hat these data will not necessarily

for the

also elimina.es

calculated this way, the effect
increases from 17

Table 2 below presents the data for .he
individual words

mind

.rials

a reader

the frequency region.- The frequency
region of these slimuli also

provide an oppor.unity .0
.his

where

of ,he

significan.f,(l,33) = 4.79p =
0.036, f,(J,23) = 7.12p = 0.014.

is

More on

To do

is

left

sen.ence and .hen makes a
large

on average, .he reader's eyes have
been away from

.hat,

trials

characters (about two words).
Eliminating these

eye movemen. .„ .he beginning
of .he nex. sentence. More
ensure

,e s.ppe.

whole frequency

frequency region. Keep

number of regressions

will no. include inter-word regressions

region.
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individual words.

to the first pass times presented earlier

region. For example, the

combined frequency region
combined frequency

add up

in the

its

ou. of .he

from within the

in

Table
Position

First

#

pass

ms

regressions out

Length

in

char.

LoglOFreq F&K

Second word

Third word

Low

High

Diffl

Low

Hiah

Diff2

Low

302

High

247

IDiff3

55

324

278

46

313

273

41

33.7

7

43^

38.9

48.6

40.0

pass ms/char 41.2

of fixations

%

Frequency Region Words

word

First

Frequency
First

2:

1.09

0.96

0.13

1.06

0.93

0.13

0.96

0.94

4.2

5.9

-1.7

15.9

11.5

4.4

14.4

10.0

7.6

7.2

0.3

6.6

6.9

-0.3

0.91

2.07

-1.15

0.85

2.11

-1.26

7.3

7.4

0.89

2.14 -1.25

-0.2

For the raw gaze duration measure,
given constant
position,

EZ reader predicts

on the second and

third

that the times for the

word

larger for the second and third

word

~46ms, and

for the third

is

it

while

SWIFT predicts

word
inflated

that

effect of frequency is not

positions. If anything the effect size
appears to be

shrinking over consecutive words. For the
it is

first

However, the

inflated.

predictability over

low frequency words should be

positions relative to the

only the third word position should be

0.02

first

word

the effect

~40ms. This would seem

is

~55ms,

for the second

go against both of

to

the

models.

A repeated measures ANOVA with position and frequency as independent

variables

was conducted on

the

raw gaze duration measure. There was

a

main

effect of

position F;(2,66) = 6.09, p = 0.004, ^2(2,46) = 8.53,/? =
0.001, indicating that the second

and

third

words had longer gaze durations than

effect of frequency F;(l,33) = 54.31,

p<

the first word. There

0.001, ^2(1,23) = 24.47,

was

p<

also a

main

0.001, reiterating

the fact that the manipulation had in fact caused processing difficulty. Individual
t-tests

show
first

that the

low frequency words had longer gaze durations

position, t](33) = 5.44,/?

^7(33)

= 5.38,/? < 0.001,

< 0.001,

?2(23)

/2(23)

for each position. For the

= 4.73,/? < 0.001;

= 3.24,/? = 0.004;

for the

second position,

for the third position, /;(33)

= 3.83, p =

0.001, ?2(23) = 2.33,/? = 0.029. However, the interaction of position with frequency was
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not significant for gaze
duration (both
rs <
V om Fs
<

frequency effect over positions

is

n

I), tl,„.
thus rh,
the

apparent trend of a
shrinliing

not reliable.

In controlling for the
frequency n,anipu,ated
words

Slight differences in the
average length

better

compensate for the differences

character gaze duration

However,

™ore importance was

and frequency of the
tndiv.dual words. To

word

in

was done. The

length, an analysis

results for both analyses

try

and

on the millisecond per

were very

the trend of a decreasing
frequency effect over the
positions

similar.

not seen in the

is

millisecond per character times.

The average number of fixations
on
probability that the
the words, the

third

word

is

refixated.

EZ reader model,

word

word

the pred.ctabil.ty of

predicts that an increase in
refixations will most

position.

fixated,

on average,

frequency word, F;(l,33) = 20.05,p <
0.001, F,(l,23) =

low frequency words were

directly related to the

predicts an increase in refixations
for the second and

Each high frequency word was

the

is

Given our assumptions about

word positions while SWIFT again

likely occur for the third

a

refixated

more often than

.09 less than each

43M,p

low

< 0.001, indicating

that

the high frequency words.

There was also a marginal effect by participant
for position Fj(2,66) = 3.01, p =
0.056,
^2(2,46) = 1.28, p = 0.29 suggesting that the
likely to be refixated than the third word,
third

word being

first

two words

however

this

relatively shorter than the first two.

and frequency was not significant

in the region

were more

may have been due

The

interaction

to the

average

between position

(2,66) = 1.84,;? = 0.17, ^2(2,46) = 1.19,/? = 0.31,
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again sugges.ing

would

.He effects of

a.

no. «e..,„,

A,i„,

nei.He.

.„ae,

predict this.

The SWIFT model
on

f„

.he las.

word of .he

tha. regressions are

predic.s an increase
in regressions
.ha, should be larges,

reg.on.

more

While regressions and

l.kely .o occur

when

,he fixa.ion dura.,ons
prior .o

higher level process.ng

fails.

This

assun,p.ion would sugges. .ha.
regressions should be higher
for .he second and
,hird

word posi.ions
in.erpre.a.ion.

as .he reader

mus, .hen

in.egra.e n,ore difficul.

SWIFT model

In con.ras., .he

predics

shouldn't occur until the third
word position. For

words than from
F,(i ,33) = 2.29,

that readers

.he

p=

2.48,

The main

firs..

0.140.

posi.ion with frequency

,

we

manipulated word are

,23)

=

3.67,

p=

likely to regress

3.69,

p=

regressions

0.,K)1. f,(2,46)

= 5.44,
p

from the second and

.hird

was marginal by i.ems only

0.067, however, .he in.erac.ion of

participants and significant

by items F,(2,66) =

0.033. U,oking at the simple effect of
frequency at

see that the percentage of regressions
from the

slightly,

in

the percent of regressions
from a

effec. of frequency

was marginal by

p = 0.091 f,(2,46) =

each of the regions,

were more

in.o .he sen.ence

an increase

that

word, there was a main effect of
position f, (2,66) = 10.04,p <

= 0.008, indicating

words

and not significantly, larger

in the

first

frequency

high frequency

condition ,;(33) = 0.85,p = 0.404,
<,(23) = 1.50,/, = 0.146. For the second posi.ion,

opposi.e (rend

is

seen bu.

2.]],p = 0.046. For .he

second posi.ion bu.
\.85,p = 0.078.

It

i.

is

is

only significant by i.ems i;(33) = 1.59,p =
0.121, (,(23) =

.hird position, .he effec. is almost as large as

i.

had been

in the

marginal by subjects and items (,(33) = 1.85,p = 0.073,
(,(23) =

would appear

that

even though the

46

EZ reader 7 model

is

not designed

to predict regressive
eye

regressions

may

movemems,

,he model's assumptions
abou, wha, causes

be more on track then
the assumptions
made by SWIFT.
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CHAPTER 8
DISCUSSION
In the curren, study,
a novel manipulation
of

word frequency was used

,o

investigate the effects of early
sentence processing on
final sentence wrap-up.
Th,s

involved nranipulafng the
frequency of three consecut.ve
words' while controlling

word n,eaning and

length.

was hypothesized

It

of increased reading times on
the sentence

that this design

final constituents

would provide evidence

of the low frequency

versions of the stimuli due to
lengthened receding or "wrap-up"
processes.

hoped

that the novel

for

It

was

also

frequency manipulation would
provide insight for eye
movement

modeling endeavors.

As I have shown,
produced

the novel

word frequency manipulation used

a large difference in processing
time

(177ms)

in the

in this

study

frequency region.

Additionally, the effects on the individual
frequency manipulated words were
significant
for all three

word

positions. Therefore, the requirement
that the sentences in a pair
differ

in early processing difficulty

The manipulation

was

fulfilled.

also caused a spillover effect on

first

marginal by participants and items. However,
the wrap-up region
first

sentence) did not

show an

hypothesized. This result

may

finding that a

internal.

word

a sentence

is

remainder of the

(the

effect of the earlier frequency manipulation
as originally

appear

effect reported in previous studies.

from those showing

pass reading that was

to contradict the finding

However,

wrap-up

fixated longer

the present manipulation

effect.

when

it is

of a sentence wrap-up

The sentence wrap-up
sentence final then

was

effect

when

it is

different

is

the

sentence

Here, the sentence final words for each sentence pair are always the same.
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I

was

H«„,

wo.d .e<,uenc,

a

.„.e„ce

. p.cessi„, «„e on .He sen.ence Hna,

differences eaHy in .he
sen.ence.

.en.ences (Sachs 1967).

,. is

F.„™

poss.bie .ha. receding

is

.Hese .es„,.s,

wo.a.

i.

appears .ha,

largely a syn.ac.ic
process.

experin^en. des.gned
.0 ,00k a. .his possibili.y will
be discussed

in .he

.0 ,„e

An

secion on fu.ure

research.

Although the
first

effect of frequency in the
buffer region

pass time, and non significant

in the

frequency on the very next region-the

more

likely to refixate the first

was only marginal

wrap-up region, there was an

first

word of

effect of

the second sentence.

word of the second sentence when

contained the low frequency words.
Gaze durations for

this

in

Readers were

the first sentence

word were

also larger

if

the

previous sentence contained the low
frequency words.

One

possible reason that the reading times
for the

first

sentence are longer in the low frequency
version of the stimuli

recoding the sentence (wrap-up). This
would assume

wrap-up but

that for

the first sentence.

However,

this

would

et al.

2000). Alternatively, the

not be as strong in the

LF version

is that

it

is

a late effect of

frequency did affect sentence

an unknown reason, the effect occurred

in the region after the

end of

contradict the previous findings that clause and

sentence wrap-up happen on the clause or sentence

Rayner

that

word of the second

memory

final

word (Rayncr

representation for the

of the stimuli causing readers
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to

ct al.

first

1989,

sentence might

spend more lime on

sentence wi.h ,he
large

new

number of the

information. This lattcr
explanation seems more
plausih.c

stimuli, the second
sentence usually

,or a

began with a connecting
word

such as -However' (see stimuli
appendix). Words such
as these inform the
reader as

how

the

upcoming

text will

fit

together with the previous
text.

following sentence pair: "Tim
was rather

The word 'however'
reader to

LP first

in the

sentence

were due
larger

fill

in

in

However. Tim's brothers were

at the

end. h

,s

possible that the

first

memory

when more time
firs,

to

memory

pas.sed

representation lor ,hc

II

between when the eyes

word of the second

left the

frequency region and when

sentence. However,

to create sentence relationships
prior lo the

have to do once they get

there.

if

the effect

The

end of the sentence the

were due

sentence provides evidence for the interpretation
these instances,

the reader either skipped the end of the

first

lirst

away from

Removing

left

less they

they

would

of the beginning of the second

that this effect is

we remove from

due

in

.some

way

(he data set times

lo

when

sentence or regressed from the end of (he

sentence and then made a long eye-movement

sentence.

linK-

lo

analysis considering only those fixations
thai were

launched from ten or fewer character .spaces
to (he

memory. By considering only

the effect

or forgetting, then one would
expect the effect to gel

sentence wrap-up, then the opposite
prediction would seen, to apply- the
uK.rc

have

an__."

sentence allows the

harder to use in this type of
across-sentence comparison.

some way

they landed on the

For example, consider
the

conjunction with the information
from the

blank

is

short.

,o

to the

beginning of the second

these instances increases the likelihood lhal (he eyes have
been

the frequency region for a longer
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amount of time. Recall

that in the initial

ms and

significant

by both subjects and items.
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CHAPTER 9

MODEL PREDICTIONS AND FUTURE
The analyses of the
frequency regton largely

fails to

reading discussed herein. The
for the second

preview and

seem

and

word

third

to predict that the third

and the most regressions
is

larger than

their lack

it

of

it

in

movement models of

that the

any of the analyses. The

LF word would

more

frequency effect

have the

is

likely for the third

largest difference in readtng
time

due

to the fact that at the
third

to the right

word

SWIFT model would

to

be refixated and more

LF and HF

rate

regression rates

to the current data

should be done with caution for

predictability remains constant over the three

I

tested

by having

Given

that

was no

second word position. However, judging
these models on
a

few reasons.

believe that this

is

word

First,

in

determining fixation and gaze durations. In the current
study we have assumed

While

likely to

was lower for

both of the models discussed use both word
frequency and word predictability

stimuli.

word

of fixation drawing the

Contrary to the prediction, the refixation

in the

in the

positions should be larger
due to a lack of parafoveal

position and the difference between

had been
fit

dearly pred.cts

to previous words. This

regress to previous words.

LF word

EZ reader model

no longer a lower frequency word

eyes forward, making

the third

movement measures observed

support either of the
leading eye

was not found

this result

position, there

pattern of eye

DIRECTIONS

that

word

positions for high and low frequency

a reasonable assumption,

it

is

one

that will

need

to

be

a separate group of participants complete offline
predictability ratings.

our assumptions about predictability hold

predictions about the

SWIFT model

true,

performance could be
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it

must be said

that

our

less than accurate as this

mode,

is

not nearly as transparent
as the

When

(gist)

be controlled

impossible to interpret an effect
such as

1

reader .ode,.

looking for such higher
level effects

important that sentence meaning

be.ng said,

EZ

this if

in the

for.

It

would be

eye

hes, .o have .he

.novccnt

would be

meaning was not well

record,

i,

is

difficult or

controlled. This

believe that experimental
designs such as the one
used here, where multiple

words are manipulated while keeping
meaning

One

applications.

manipulation

interesting application

The guards

•

The guards

•

The
The

constant,

would be

in subject vs. object
relative

•

•

It

may have

addit.ona. research

to use a multiple

sentences such

word frequency

as:

thai arrived with the
polilician

were heavily armed. (LFE)

lhat Ihe politician arrived
with

were heavily armed. (LFH)

police that arrived with the president
were heavily armed.

(1

IFE)

police that the president arrived
with were heavily armed.

(I

IFI

I)

This would allow investigation of whether
word frequency can interact with
syntax and

if

syntax can affect sentence wrap-up. The
specific prediction being that the

difference between the

between the

HF hard

LF

and easy items.

Another use for

*

model

hard and easy items would be greater than
the difference

a,

meaning

controlled,

word frequency study would be

predictions. For example, one of the predictions
of the

confident in making
less often

is

that a

words preceding

and skipped more often than

This prediction

is

if

the

particularly interesting as

a

it is

that

low frequency word should be

word had preceded

study could not shed any light on the validity of
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SWIFT model

feel

refixated

a higher frequency word.

rather unintuitive.

this prediction,

I

to test

it

While

the current

could be easily tested

u.ng

a si.nar manipulation
of .wo word pairs
again con.oiiing for
word n,ea„,„g .0 as
to keep higher level
processes
constant.

In dosing, while sentence
wrap-up appears ,0 be a
relatively stable event

unaffected by earlier word frequency),
word frequency can affect
eye

measures on

later

movement

text-after spillover effects
have disappeared. This
downstream effect

of word frequency appears
initial

(i.e.

to

be due,

at least in part, ,0

words and or connectives may be

memory. Additionally, sentence

particularly sensitive to
higher level

effects during reading.
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memory

APPENDIX A

MORE ON THE FREQUENCY REGION
To keep from
region

I

overlooking a possible effect

have done a number of additional
analyses on subsets of

complete study. The

first

contained a short word such as

words. In

all

word frequency

the stimuli

from

the

of these analyses concerns the
short words that intervened

between frequency manipulated words

and

in the three

"of

m some

items. Recall that 10 of the

24 items

or "the" between two of the
frequency manipulated

but one of these cases, the intervening
word occurred between the second

third frequency

manipulated word.

It is

possible that this short

word could have

attenuated any cumulating effect of frequency.
Table 3 presents the data for this subset

of stimuli.

Table

3:

Analysis Without Intervening Words
First

Frequency

word

Second word

Low

High

Low

High

Third word

Low

High

first

pass

ms

302.98

258.98

327.00

278.84

320.03

276.21

first

pass ms/char

38.76

41.28

36.64

44.71

39.58

49.86

# of fixations

1.10

0.98

1.07

0.89

0.95

0.94

regress out

3.08

4.90

14.94

8.47

11.82

9.31

mean length
mean frequency

7.35

7.26

7.46

7.08

6.50

7.23

9.13

156.84

12.35

120.44

8.59

187.18

In this subset of the data, for gaze duration, there

was

a

main

effect of

position Fi(2,66) = 336, p = 0.041, ^2(2,26) = 3.89, p = 0.033, as well as a main effect of

frequency ^7(1,33) = 27.41,;? < 0.001, ^2(1, 13) = 9.27, p< 0.009. The interaction of
position with frequency was not significant for the raw gaze duration measure F/(2,66) =

0.77,

p

= 0.468, ^2(2,26) = 0.55 p = 0.588. However,

differences in the

mean number

as table 3 shows, there

of characters between the
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LP and HF

were some

versions.

The

-ults

f„. .He analysis in

effec. of posi,ion

was

.iUiseconds

significan,

p. charac.er show so.e

„y suhjeCs only

>.82,p = ,,,82. The main effect of
frequency was
.

0.001,

^,(U3) . 4.84,, < ,,.047. The

significant

r,2M) s.ill

diiTcnccs. The n.ain

lA.. „ . „,,„

significan, /,(l.33)

additional short

is

much

the

same as

words ease

the analysis

the effect of processing
multiple

conclusion would require additional
experiments

For the number of
f;(l,33) = 15.68,/><

(,.0„|
'

first

f ,(2,66)

m

„<

was

of the raw times

interaction

= 2.44,

It

™ay be

,ha, ,he

low frequency words but

to confirm.

pass fixations, there was a main
effect of frequency

13\
^^'''•'^

effect of position by participants
only

The

^,(2,2,)

= 35

i„,erac,i„„ of position
with frequency

except for the hint of an interaction
between position and frequency.

0.37.

.

by subjects only F,(2,66) =
3.66,p = „.„3|, ^,(2.26) .
0.50, = „,„„. The

millisecond per character analysis

this

I

/;i
„_|w.|||
= 17
'oi,/)-ii.iii,i.

f ,(2,66)

=

3.60,

T-.,,
I here

p=

was

.

,

.

also a significant

0.033, F,(2,26) =

I

.,,3,

between position and frequency did not
approach significance

p = 0.095, f,(2,26) =

1

5% p = 0.224.

These

results mirror tho.se

from

the complete data set.

For the percent of regressions from

a

word, there was

of position by participants which approached
significance
7.98,

p=

0.001

,

F2(2,26) =

33\,p =

0.052. There

F;(l,33) = 2.17,p = 0.151, F2{1,13) = 139,
position with frequency F;(2,66) = 2.27,

some of the

statistical tests that

were

p=

p=

in the

was no main

0.260, nor

was

{).\ll, F2(2,26)

a significant
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effecl

items analysis F,{2M^) =
effect of frequency

there an interaction of

= 2.57,

p = 0.0%. While

significant in the complete data set

this subset, the trend in the data is very similar.

main

no longer are

m

Clean Firs,

Pass.-

I, is

possible .hat the larger
percentage of regressions
fron,

.he second and third high
frequency

word

order.

made an
to the

To examine

words

this possibility

1

.s

masking an

removed

all

interaction of frequency
with

the trials ,„

which a participant

inter-word regression with.n
the frequency manipulated
regton. This amounted

removal of 24.45% of the data
used

in the

complete analysts. Table 4 below
shows

the data over the three words.

Table

First

4:

Clean

First

word

Pass

Second word

Third

\A/nrH

Frequency

Low

High

Low

High

Low

#

1.18

0.98

1.06

0.95

0.97

0.93

313.45

252.30

337.41

286.14

320.11

279.89

42.61

34.99

44.89

39.65

49.44

40.53

of fixations

first

first

ms

pass

pass ms/char

High

Results for this subset of the data are
again strikingly similar to the complete
set

of data. In fact only the main effect of
position on the number of fixations differs

significance between the two data sets. In
the complete data

was marginal and only by
position on

j9

participants.

number of fixations

is

However,

significant

set, the effect for

in this subset, the

main

in

position

effect of

2,66) = 6.93,;? = 0.002, ^2(2,46) = 3.74,

= 0.031.
It is

how

also possible that the effect of

far the eyes

mean

move forward each

length of the

first

word frequency

is

study

is

affecting

time they leave a word. Table 5 below presents the

pass forward saccade from each word in characters as well as the

average launch position from the word. The launch position
characters but

in this

is

again represented in

counting backward from the end of the word therefore

of characters means an earlier launch position.
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a larger

number

Table

First

^reguency^

Low

Length

Launch

site

Saccade Analysis

5:

word

Second word

JdiaiL

Low

_8m_

8.34

8.48

8.82

8.36

9.17

4.71

4.78

4.60

4.99

4.54

5.05

Low

For saccade length, there was
a significant main

= 19.02,p < 0.001, ^,(1,23) = 10.07,, = 0.004. The

iiiah__

effect of frequency F.(l,33)

effect of position

was

significant

participants only F.(2,66) =
7.36,;, = 0.001, F.(2,46) =
2.19,p = 0.124. There
significant interaction

i^2(2,46)

between position and frequency F;(2,66) =

by

was no

1.96,;, = 0.149,

= 2.22,^ = 0.120.
For launch

site,

there

was

main

a

0.010, F2(l,23) = 4.58,
p = 0.043. There
0.948, F,(2,46) = 0.006, p = 0.994, nor

effect for frequency F;(l,33)

was no

was

= 7.48, p =

effect for position F;(2,66)

= 0.05,;, =

there an interaction between position
and

frequency F;(2,66) = 1.26,p = 0.290,
^2(2,46) = 0.88,;, = 0.420.

These

results

show

that the saccades leaving the high frequency

words

are

longer than those leaving the low frequency counterpart.
However, they are launched

from a further distance away from
the

same magnitude

word and

this difference in

as the difference in saccade length.

largely due to the greater

more

the next

launch

The difference

in

site is

launch

number of fixations on low frequency words which

on

site is

implies

refixations.

As mentioned

before,

when

controlling for

was given

to the size of the three

word region and not

result, in a

number of the

words

stimuli,

whole region of one of the

differ

stimuli differs

word length

in this study, priority

to the individual

As

by more than one character. Also,

by 2 characters between the
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words.

a

the

HF and LF version.

This was ,he .est that any
of .he s.i™„„ differed
with respec,

Shown

one of ,he .os, i.ponan,
aspects of Che

tha.

saccade

is

.he ,eng.h of .he

word

.he eye

is

moving

,o leng.h.

„ has been

tex, fo. predicting
,he ,e„g,h

.0

of a

(Rayner, ,998). Therefore
.0 be

confiden. in our analysis of
saccade lengths and launch
posi.ions, stimuli .ha.
con.ained

was
16

reanalyzed. This

.terns has a

words was

mean

less than

same trends and

left a

pool of ,6

itetrts.

The

three

difference in length of zero
and the

+_0.13 characters

word frequency region

mean

difference for ind.vidual

for all three words. This
analysis

significance as the analysis on the
complete data
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for these

set.

showed

the

APPENDIX B
LIST
The following

OF EXPERIMENTAL STIMULI

is

a

list

of the experimental items.
The words inside the

parenthesis and separated by the
slash are the low and high
frequency version words
respectively.

When

located so that the

The

1
.

the items

first

were displayed experimentally,

the line return

few words of the second sentence
were

still

on the

would be

first line.

election (analyst tallied the
ballots/official counted the
votes) for the

Senate race twice. Preventing errors
was very important.
2.

The (guards shielded

the politician/police protected
the president) during his

controversial speech. Afterward, they
escorted
3.

truck.

The

building.

(laborers hoisted the crates/employees
raised the boxes) onto the delivery

Within minutes,

4.

him out of the

it

was loaded and ready

The (producer

to go.

notified the actors/director informed the
writer) of the last

minute scene change. Originally, there was

to

be a blizzard but

now

there will be an

avalanche.

5.

cut

them
6.

The old (buddies
off.

The

(teen ignited the blaze/child started the fire) in the garage

afraid to

tell

The (suspect dumped

corpse. Investigators hope

8.

who

wildly

Fortunately, they avoided an accident.

However, he was too
7.

yelled at the cabby/friends shouted at the driver)

The (ranger

Simultaneously, the

it

by

accident.

anyone.

the razor/killer dropped the knife) near the bloody

will lead to a conviction.

steered the tank/officer drove the truck) toward the front lines.

enemy began

a mortar attack.

60

The

9.

patrol.

During the
10.

warnors ambushed/enemy

(rival

battle, the

The (rookie

commander

athlete

The

fled out of fear.

crushed/young player destroyed)
the long standing world

record. Consequently, he
gained

11.

soldiers attacked) the
vulnerable guard

many new

fans.

(adult learners swiftly/older
students quickly) answered
the teacher^s

question. Unfortunately, most
of them were wrong.
12.

The Gazz

guitarist stunned/blues

musician pleased) the crowd
with his new

song. Luckily, a record producer
was there to hear the performance
as well.

The

13.

floor.

(diligent janitor mopped/careful

Cleanliness

The

14.

is

employee washed)

the dirty

stockroom

important to the store manager.

(stout laborers hauled/strong
workers carried) the rocks from the
quarry.

Pulleys were used to help with the
largest boulders.

The (venomous

15.

slept.

slew/dangerous snake killed) the youngster
while she

Panic spread quickly through the small

The

16.

Eventually,

17.

it

(albino

stopped

He

18.

to drink

ordered a

The

Unfortunately,

19.

village.

mare ambled/white horse walked) across

meadow.

ale/glass of red wine) before looking at the

his favorite dish.

(acute molar ache/sharp tooth pain)

it

the flourishing

from the stream.

(mug of frothy

menu. Thankfully, they had

report.

rattler

was caused by

a severe cavity.

couldn't be filled and had to be pulled.

The (chefs

soiled apron/cook's dirty clothes) got cited in the inspectors

Ironically, the inspectors pants

were covered

61

in

mud.

20.

They saw

a (gian,

Hock of gulLs/large group

„, b.rds, fly overhead...,
before

sunset. Earlier lha, day,
ihey had also seen a
bald eagle.

21.

They stayed

in a

(rugged brick cabi„/s,rong
s.one house) durrug ,he
loud

thunderstorn,. Lighlning siruck
a nearby tree which
landed only ten feet fron,
the door.
22.

math

class.

She took the (advanced
physics
Grades

23. His

crash.

new

test/difficult science test)

will be posted outside
the professors office in
a

car had a

(damaged

yesterday before her

week.

rear axle/broken front
door) after the

minor

Insurance will cover everything
over the deductible.
24.

He bought

(attractive purple mums/beautiful
red flowers) for his wife's

birthday party. Sadly, her allergies
kept her from enjoying the
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gift.
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